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7s contain -RV- 

AIRVACS AACIRSV AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

CARVELS ACELRSV CARVEL, caravel (small sailing ship) [n] 

CARVERS ACERRSV CARVER, one that carves (to form by cutting) [n] 

CARVERY ACERRVY buffet restaurant serving roast beef [n -RIES] 

CARVING ACGINRV carved figure or design [n -S] / CARVE, to form by cutting [v] 

CERVEZA ACEERVZ beer (alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

CERVIDS CDEIRSV CERVID, mammal of deer family [n] 

CERVINE CEEINRV pertaining to deer (ruminant mammal) [adj] 

CHERVIL CEHILRV aromatic herb [n -S] 

CORVEES CEEORSV CORVEE, obligation to perform feudal service [n] 

CORVETS CEORSTV CORVET, corvette (small, swift warship) [n] 

CORVIDS CDIORSV CORVID, any of family of passerine birds [n] 

CORVINA ACINORV corbina (food and game fish) [n -S] 

CORVINE CEINORV pertaining or belonging to crow family of birds [adj] 

CURVETS CERSTUV CURVET, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

CURVIER CEIRRUV CURVEY, curvy (curved) [adj] / CURVY [adj] 

CURVING CGINRUV CURVE, to deviate from straightness [v] 

DECURVE CDEERUV to curve downward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DERVISH DEHIRSV member of Muslim religious order [n -ES] 

DESERVE DEEERSV to be entitled to or worthy of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DWARVES ADERSVW DWARF, extremely small person [n] 

FERVENT EEFNRTV marked by fervor [adj] 

FERVORS EFORRSV FERVOR, great warmth or intensity [n] 

FERVOUR EFORRUV fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n -S] 

GARVEYS AEGRSVY GARVEY, small scow [n] 

HARVEST AEHRSTV to gather crop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCURVE CEINRUV to curve inward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

INNERVE EEINNRV to stimulate [v -D, -VING, -S] 

JARVEYS AEJRSVY JARVEY, driver of carriage for hire [n] 

MARVELS AELMRSV MARVEL, to be filled with wonder or astonishment [v] 

NERVATE AEENRTV having veins [adj] 

NERVIER EEINRRV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NERVILY EILNRVY in nervy (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) manner [adv] 

NERVINE EEINNRV soothing medicine [n -S] 

NERVING EGINNRV type of veterinary operation [n -S] / NERVE, to give courage to [v] 

NERVOUS ENORSUV easily excited [adj] 

NERVULE EELNRUV nervure (vascular ridge on leaf) [n -S] 

NERVURE EENRRUV vascular ridge on leaf [n -S] 

NIRVANA AAINNRV blessed state in Buddhism [n -S] 

OBSERVE BEEORSV to look attentively [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PARVENU AENPRUV one who has suddenly risen above his class [n -S] 

PARVISE AEIPRSV parvis (enclosed area in front of church) [n -S] 

PERVADE ADEEPRV to spread through every part of [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PERVERT EEPRRTV to turn away from right course of action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PERVIER EEIPRRV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 
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PURVEYS EPRSUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PURVIEW EIPRUVW extent of operation, authority, or concern [n -S] 

RECURVE CEERRUV to curve backward or downward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RESERVE EEERRSV to keep back for future use [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SCARVED ACDERSV wearing scarf (piece of cloth worn for warmth or protection) [adj] 

SCARVES ACERSSV SCARF, piece of cloth worn for warmth or protection [n] 

SERVALS AELRSSV SERVAL, African wildcat [n] 

SERVANT AENRSTV one that serves others [n -S] 

SERVERS EERRSSV SERVER, one that serves another [n] 

SERVERY EERRSVY counter or room from which meals are served [n -RIES] 

SERVICE CEEIRSV to repair (to restore to good condition) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SERVILE EEILRSV slavishly submissive [adj] 

SERVING EGINRSV portion of food [n -S] / SERVE, to work for [v] 

SLURVES ELRSSUV SLURVE, type of pitch in baseball [n] 

STARVED ADERSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

STARVER AERRSTV one that starves (to die from lack of food) [n -S] 

STARVES AERSSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

SURVEIL EILRSUV to watch closely [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

SURVEYS ERSSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SURVIVE EIRSUVV to remain in existence [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SWERVED DEERSVW SWERVE, to turn aside suddenly from straight course [v] 

SWERVER EERRSVW one that swerves (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [n -S] 

SWERVES EERSSVW SWERVE, to turn aside suddenly from straight course [v] 

UNNERVE EENNRUV to deprive of courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UPCURVE CEPRUUV to curve upward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

VERVAIN AEINRVV flowering plant [n -S] 

VERVETS EERSTVV VERVET, African monkey [n] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RV- 

ACERVATE AACEERTV growing in compact clusters [adj] 

ACERVULI ACEILRUV spore-producing organs of certain fungi [n ACERVULI] 

AYURVEDA AADERUVY Hindu system of medicine [n -S] 

CERVELAS ACEELRSV cervelat (smoked sausage) [n -ES] 

CERVELAT ACEELRTV smoked sausage [n -S] 

CERVICAL ACCEILRV pertaining to cervix (neck) [adj] 

CERVICES CCEEIRSV CERVIX, neck [n] 

CERVIXES CEEIRSVX CERVIX, neck [n] 

CONFERVA ACEFNORV freshwater alga [n -E, -S] 

CONSERVE CEENORSV to protect from loss or depletion [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CORVETTE CEEORTTV small, swift warship [n -S] 

CURVEDLY CDELRUVY CURVE, to deviate from straightness [adv] 

CURVETED CDEERTUV CURVET, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 
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CURVIEST CEIRSTUV CURVEY, curvy (curved) [adj] / CURVY [adj] 

DESERVER DEEERRSV one that deserves (to be entitled to or worthy of) [n -S] 

DISSERVE DEEIRSSV to treat badly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ENERVATE AEEENRTV to deprive of strength or vitality [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

FERVENCY CEEFNRVY fervor (great warmth or intensity) [n -CIES] 

FERVIDLY DEFILRVY FERVID, fervent (marked by fervor) [adv] 

INTERVAL AEILNRTV space of time between periods or events [n -S] 

MARVELED ADEELMRV MARVEL, to be filled with wonder or astonishment [v] 

MARVELER AEELMRRV one who marvels [n -S] 

NERVIEST EEINRSTV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

NIRVANIC ACIINNRV NIRVANA, blessed state in Buddhism [adj] 

OBSERVER BEEORRSV one that observes (to look attentively) [n -S] 

OUTCURVE CEORTUUV type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERVIEW EEIORVVW summary (short restatement) [n -S] 

OVERVOTE EEOORTVV to defeat by majority of votes [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PARVENUE AEENPRUV woman who is parvenu [n -S] 

PARVISES AEIPRSSV PARVIS, enclosed area in front of church [n] / PARVISE [n] 

PARVOLIN AILNOPRV oily liquid obtained from fish [n -S] 

PERVADER ADEEPRRV one that pervades (to spread through every part of) [n -S] 

PERVERSE EEEPRRSV willfully deviating from desired or expected conduct [adj] 

PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PERVIOUS EIOPRSUV capable of being penetrated [adj] 

PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PURVEYED DEEPRUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PURVEYOR EOPRRUVY one that purveys (to supply (to furnish with what is needed)) [n -S] 

RESERVER EEERRRSV one that reserves (to keep back for future use) [n -S] 

RESURVEY EERRSUVY to survey again [v -ED, ING, -S] 

SCURVIER CEIRRSUV SCURVY, base or contemptible [adj] 

SCURVIES CEIRSSUV SCURVY, disease resulting from vitamin C deficiency [n] 

SCURVILY CILRSUVY SCURVY, base or contemptible [adv] 

SERVABLE ABEELRSV capable of serving or being served [adj] 

SERVICER CEEIRRSV one that services (to repair (to restore to good condition)) [n -S] 

SERVITOR EIORRSTV male servant [n -S] 

SIRVENTE EEINRSTV satirical medieval song or poem [n -S] 

STARVING AGINRSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

SUBSERVE BEERSSUV to serve to promote [v -D, IVNG, -S] 

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SURVEYOR EORRSUVY one that surveys land [n -S] 

SURVIVAL AILRSUVV living or continuing longer than another person or thing [n -S] 

SURVIVER EIRRSUVV survivor (one that survives (to remain in existence)) [n -S] 

SURVIVOR IORRSUVV one that survives (to remain in existence) [n -S] 

SWERVING EGINRSVW SWERVE, to turn aside suddenly from straight course [v] 

UNCARVED ACDENRUV not carved (to form by cutting) [adj] 

UNSERVED DEENRSUV not served (to work for) [adj] 
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8s end -RV 

 

LISTSERV EILRSSTV email system that automatically sends messages to all subscribers [n -S] 


